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Borderers: mPass now takes
you farther

The issuing of mPass for 2018 is
now expected.
mPass enables you to use all
means of Luxembourgish public
transport which are coordinated by
the Verkéiersverbond.

The price of mPass is calculated by
reference to the annual seasonticket Joeresabo (€ 440 minus a 3%
VAT). On this price, Luxembourg
offers a 20% discount, while recommending to companies / administrations to give their employees
an additional discount of at least
20%. The Court of Justice will
henceforth contribute a 20% discount, thus complying with this
recommendation which EPSU CJ
brought to its attention. 😉
This is how the Court of Justice
worked out the price of mPass at €
256.31.

EPSU-CJ@curia.europa.eu
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To encourage the use of public
transport, EPSU CJ subsidizes its
members with an additional
amount of € 50.
To compare how much the main
fares for annual season-tickets cost
to you, click here.

 

Cross-the-border commuters
For all three bordering countries,
commuters can now combine their
mPass with a supplement called
Flex Pass.

1. For the railway, look up in:

Deutschland
Flex Pass für Luxemburg
France
Flex Pass SNCF
Belgique
Flex Pass Belgian Rail
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2. For (3-digit) RGTR buses:
An mPass Annual Supplement 'Flex
Pass Regio', covering the part of the
journey which falls outside the limits of the (Luxembourg) national
fare, is henceforth available. To get
it, you must have applied previously
to your institution for an mPass.

To check the geographical limits of
the area to which national (Luxembourg) fare applies, click here.

There are further reasons for anticipating an increase in the demand for
mPass subscriptions for 2018:

The train stop under the Red
Bridge, combined with a funicular
and a first section of the tram, will
be put into operation on 10 Dec
2017. So, railway users will be able
to skip the traffic-jammed part of
the journey from the LuxembourgRailway station up to the Kirchberg
plateau.

If the EU Institutions manage to
double the number of their mPass
holders, next time Verkéiersverbond will increase its discount from
20% to 30%.

Strengthening your workplace’s trade union is your first step in standing up for your rights and those of every worker.
At the same time, you become part of an all-European and global trade-union community

Welcome to EPSU-CJ (click here)
Adhérer au syndicat de votre lieu de travail, c’est un premier pas pour défendre vos droits et ceux de tous les travailleurs. En même temps, vous faites partie de la grande famille syndicale européenne et mondiale.
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